## INFO 203: Unit 7 Student Grading Rubric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Conventions</th>
<th>Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **PASS** | Addresses each element required of the assignment:  
✓ Used screenshots to document scores  
✓ Received a score of at least 70% on each module of the LOTSS tutorial  
✓ Student discusses something new learned in the plagiarism and copyright tutorials (or if mostly review, some discussion of when the concepts were learned or how applied in student’s own work)  
Reflects application of critical thinking | No spelling, grammatical, or punctuation errors  
Graduate-level writing (proper word choice and tone) | Response is organized in a thoughtful manner  
Response reflects original thought  
Material derived from assigned readings and presentations are given proper attribution |
| **RESUBMIT** | Receives score of less than 70% on one or more module  
Fails to address each element of the assignment  
Reflects no application of critical thinking in discussing concepts covered in plagiarism or copyright tutorials | Multiple spelling, grammatical, or punctuation errors  
Poor use of vocabulary and word choice | Response is unorganized  
Response merely restates material in course content  
Response fails to provide attribution for any text derived from outside sources |